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Adama
Anchoring the seed of True Love
Blessings to my children of the Light, walking on the Planet, among our children, your brothers
and sisters.
So today is a great day. It is a special day where we can meet from all over the Planet in one focal
point unifying our heart, unifying your heart with mine and with the heart of Lemuria.
As you are hearing these words now, know that you are surrounded by your family. We are
forming a circle around you and around your heart. Feel our presence, our connection and your
family… you are hearing these words because we are all together in one of the Telos Temples.
We are at the Temple of Love, of Eternity, of All That Is because Love is All That Is.
Take a deep breath, inhale the energies of Unity, of Peace, and of the Connection with us. It is a
connection with this portion of Life that is aligned at the same time with you on this Planet and
with the Heart of Lemuria. We are all part of the Heart of Lemuria, each one of us, because the
Heart of Lemuria is the heart of Gaïa, the heart of this Living Consciousness in this dimension. It
is the Heart of Mother Earth, the Heart of Love, the Heart of Light, the Heart of Father/Mother
God incarnated in matter, in this dimension.
Open your heart to receive this blessing, this light, this frequency to anchor it at a deeper level
inside you and around you so that you can embrace this vibration, this frequency in each aspect
of your life.
The Heart of Lemuria is alive inside each one of you, beloved ones. Do you believe this? The
Heart of Lemuria is your signature, it is a Seal of Love inside of you. It is a signature of Love,
True Love, the signature of your soul in your heart.
Today, as we are forming one heart, just feel the connection, feel that we are one, feel that our
Love is extending and embracing this whole Planet. Because from everywhere, wherever you are
in this now moment, from where I am, from Telos, from California, we are forming a network of
Light embracing this whole Planet.
And so today, as One Heart, we are bringing a seed of Light to each one of our brothers and
sisters on the Planet. Each being currently in incarnation is part of our network of Light and of
Love because last night we all met together. We decided that this ceremony would be a ceremony
in celebration of the courage, and the life of Aurelia. Her life is also the life of each human being
striving in this dimension, striving on planet Earth as it is now because Love has been forgotten
for so long. However, Love is returning, it is growing and calling each human being in a warm
embrace. Last night, when we met in this Temple of Pure Love, we decide all together that this
ceremony would be a ceremony of Love, that this Love would spread on the whole planet to
touch each human being, each heart, to bring peace and harmony to this planet, to this humanity.
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Love is the almighty power, almighty frequency that can transform the human heart into a
blessing for Life. As we are forming One Heart, beloved ones, we are forming a circle around
you and you are forming a circle within our circle and together we are calling Planet Earth in the
center of our circles. We are calling the Life in this dimension to come in the center of our circle,
and in our hearts. I invite each one of you to pour your love onto this Planet, into the hearts of
your brothers and sisters. Pour your love into this dimension, this matter, the Divine matter of
planet Earth, the Divine matter of a planet that is presenting itself in multiple forms, multiple
frequencies, multiple colors.
So today, as One Heart, we are the children. I am asking you to open your eyes to contemplate
the true nature of Life around you, to contemplate the beauty, the Heart of Lemuria in All That Is,
the Heart of Love in All That Is because your perception is creating, your way of seeing Life is
creating.
I am inviting you to be a creator, a mighty creator of Love in your dimension, where you are right
now, by transforming the way you look at Life and at your brothers and sisters. Do this by
transforming your vision of who you think you are, what you think this planet is, what you think
this Life is in this dimension.
Therefore, I am inviting you to pour the Love frequency, the Love vibration into your vision, into
the way you are looking and perceiving everything, including yourself. Love is a true blessing of
Life. I am inviting you to be this Life blessing Life, this Love blessing Love, this Love
recognizing Love.
So right now, you are all together celebrating one Life, the Life of Aurelia. We extend this
celebration to the life of each human being on the Planet.
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